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Sustainability of anaesthesia components of an enhanced recovery program (ERP) in colorectal and orthopaedics surgery
Abstract

**Background:** Sustainability of ERP is a challenge and data are scarce on the subject. The aim of this study was to assess if application of enhanced recovery elements through the Francophone Group of Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (Grace) in the anaesthesia management was sustainable 2 years after its implementation.

**Materials and methods:** We conducted a retrospective analysis of the prospective Grace database between October 2014 and October 2016. The evolution of each recommendation item over time was analysed using non-parametric Spearman correlation coefficient.

**Results:** A total of 67 and 43 centres corresponding to 2067 and 3022 patients participated to the Grace audit in colorectal and orthopaedics surgery, respectively. **Colorectal surgery:** Mean length of stay was 5 (± 4) days and readmission rate was 6.6%. Application of most items did not statistically
change. It worsened over time for PONV prophylaxis (p=0.01) and prevention of intraoperative hypothermia (p= 0.02); and improved for NSAID administration (p = 0.01). Orthopaedics surgery: Mean length of stay was 3 (± 2) days and readmission rate was 1.7%. There was a trend towards improvement for most items. It reached statistical significance for PONV prophylaxis (p = 0.001), limited preoperative fasting (p = 0.01). While the use of a perineural catheter (p = 0.001) decreased over time, infiltration of the surgical site statistically increased (p = 0.05).

**Conclusion:** This study shows on a large scale a trend towards less application of all ERP items over time. Continuous audits should be encouraged to expect further improvements.

**Introduction**

The benefits of enhanced recovery programs (ERP) have been widely demonstrated in the literature. ERP typically include items such as PONV prophylaxis, prevention of intraoperative hypothermia, limited preoperative fasting, multimodal analgesia etc… [1, 2]. Application of ERP after surgery leads to fewer morbidity and shorten hospital stay [3]. Methods to implement ERP in the daily practice have also been published by different groups, i.e. ERAS. The program of the Francophone group of enhanced recovery after surgery (Grace) program includes about 20 evidence-based care elements to reduce surgical stress (www.grace-asso.fr). Grace is a multidisciplinary group created in 2014 with the goal of enhancing the development of ERP [4]. Grace-certified centres voluntarily participate to on online prospective audit. Results published in 2017, reported enhanced recovery and a decrease in hospital length of stay (LOS) to 6.5 days for colonic surgery and 3.4 days for orthopaedic surgery [4]. However, previous studies showing the benefit of ERP compared conventional with enhanced programs focused only on short-term results. After implementation of new guidelines has succeeded
there is often a tendency for relapse into old routines after the initial implementation activities have ended [5]. When comparing with evidence-based guidelines which have always been poorly applied [6], one can hypothesise that application of ERP could not be sustained over time. Furthermore, data are scarce on the sustainability of the implementation of ERP over time [7, 8].

The aim of the present study was to assess if the application of enhanced recovery elements in the anaesthesia management was sustainable 2 years after its implementation in colorectal and orthopaedics surgery.

Methods
This is a retrospective analysis of a prospective database from the Francophone Group of Enhanced Recovery after Surgery (Groupe francophone de Réhabilitation Améliorée après Chirurgie – GRACE). The database named « Grace-Audit » is an online web-based one initiated in September 2014 after approval from the National Commission of Informatics and Liberties (CNIL) (no 1817711). For security reasons, the Grace-Audit records are hosted by the Sigma Datacentre (certified by the French Ministry for Health for health data storage) with a temporary password for each single access. The database is both a registry and an audit system. Data are collected by dedicated nurses or physicians in each “Grace” centre. Each patient’s record contains approximately 100 variables regarding the hospital stay and discharge.

Orthopaedic surgery includes hip and knee surgeries. The following anaesthetic items are part of the ERP in colorectal and orthopaedic surgery: PONV prophylaxis, prevention of intraoperative hypothermia, preoperative fasting limited to 6 hours for solids and 2 hours for liquids, multimodal analgesia (more than two analgesia techniques), intraoperative goal-directed fluid therapy (GDFT), preoperative oral carbohydrates administration, NSAID administration for 48hours after surgery. In orthopaedic ERP, the following specific items are added: use of infiltration of the surgical site, use of perineural catheter. The aim of the study was to analyse the sustainability of the application by anaesthetists of these ERP items between October 2014 and October 2016. Sustainability was defined as a non-statistically significant decrease of the use of the selected items.
Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed using Stata 13 software (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, US). Quantitative data were presented as mean (± standard-deviation) or median [interquartile range], according to statistical distribution (assumption of normality assessed using the Shapiro–Wilk test) and as frequencies and associated percentages for categorical parameters. The study of the evolution of each recommendation item over time was analysed using non-parametric Spearman correlation coefficient. The tests were two-sided, with a type I error set at $\alpha = 0.05$.

Results

Between October 2014 and October 2016, a total of 67 and 43 centres corresponding to 2067 and 3022 patients participated to the Grace-audit in colorectal surgery and in orthopaedics, respectively. The centres involved were private hospitals (n= 30 / 43 for orthopaedics and n= 26 / 67 for colorectal surgery), general hospitals (n= 9 /43 for orthopaedics and n= 25 /67 for colorectal surgery) and teaching hospitals (n= 4 /43 for orthopaedics and n= 16 /67 for colorectal surgery).

Colorectal surgery

During the study period, mean length of stay was 5 (± 4) days and readmission rate was 6.6% after colorectal surgery. Application of most enhanced recovery items did not statistically change and remained above 80% for limited preoperative fasting (p= 0.78) and multimodal analgesia (p= 0.49). Although not statistically significant, it decreased from 100% to 43% for GDFT (p= 0.07) (figure 1). Application significantly worsened over time for 2 items: PONV prophylaxis (p=0.01) and prevention of intraoperative hypothermia (p= 0.02). The only item for which application improved over time was NSAID administration (p = 0.01).

Orthopaedic surgery

During the study period, mean length of stay was 3 (± 2) days and readmission rate was 1.7% after orthopaedic surgery. There was a trend towards improvement for most enhanced recovery items. It did not reached statistical significance for intraoperative hypothermia prevention (p = 0.14), GDFT (p = 0.23) and oral carbohydrates administration (p = 0.53), (Figure 2). It significantly improved for PONV
prophylaxis ($p = 0.001$) and limited preoperative fasting ($p = 0.01$). Specific items on perioperative analgesia in orthopaedic are presented figure 3. While the use of a perineural catheter ($p = 0.001$) decreased over time, infiltration of the surgical site statistically increased ($p = 0.05$). Administration of multimodal analgesia ($p = 0.18$) was stable while NSAID administration ($p = 0.02$) decreased over time.

Discussion

The results of this study, which included more than 2000 patients in colorectal surgery and more than 3000 in orthopaedics surgery, show a clear trend towards less application of all ERP items over time (implementation effect) though given the sample size this may not be statistically significant.

Colorectal surgery

Our results are somewhat in accordance with those of two smaller studies from the Netherlands [7] and Switzerland [8]. The Dutch study showed a slight decrease in protocol adherence but the main result was the variation between the hospitals in terms of sustainability [7]. The Swiss study included relatively few patients (n=482) and showed the same decrease in overall adherence with the program from 77% in 2013 to 73% in 2014 with no significant impact on the length of stay [8]. Regarding the present study, at the time of the implementation in 2014, all centres followed the ERP for most items. There was a clear trend towards less application of all ERP items with time. In particular, it significantly deteriorated for PONV prophylaxis, hypothermia prevention and GDFT (although not statistically significant for the latest item). There is probably “an implementation effect” like the Hawthorn effect in clinical research. Indeed, at the time of the implementation of a new paradigm, medical and paramedical teams were focused on the new program and all centres were applying most items in our study. Similarly to other studies application rates dropped after. Teams tend to return to the previous routine [7, 9]. It remains unclear why PONV prophylaxis, hypothermia prevention and GDFT were the least sustainable items. These items are highly dependent on the physician’s prescription. Despite all the literature and the proofs of the deleterious effect of hypothermia, its prevention is still not part of the standard of care in most centres [10]. Routine practice is to apply the warming device after the induction of anaesthesia. Sun et al. [11] demonstrated that it is already too
late and this practice leads to hypothermia in the first hour. Active warming devices should be applied preoperatively. Similarly, despite a widely demonstrated evidence-based benefit GDFT is not reinforced by physicians [12]. It necessitates an active participation of the anaesthesiologist in charge and is often accused of being time-consuming.

The only 2 items for which we observed a significant improvement in the implementation over time were 48 hours NSAID prescription and preoperative oral carbohydrates administration. However, it was not difficult to improve, as the level of adherence to these 2 items was very low at the time of implementation. Moreover, the publication of recommendations on NSAID administration in colorectal surgery has probably helped improving the prescription [1]. Indeed, the controversy on the potential harm associated with NSAID in colorectal surgery was at its peak in 2014. Articles published at the time suggested that NSAID could increase anastomosis leakage [13, 14]. Since then, the analysis of the literature led to recommendations stating that NSAID are probably recommended after colorectal surgery as a component of multimodal analgesia in patients without any risk factors of anastomotic leak [15].

Orthopaedic surgery

At the time of the implementation in 2014, the ERP was applied by less than 50% of the centres. Then, adherence to all items significantly increased over the next two years. The rise of the infiltration of the surgical site was associated with the fall of the use of perineural catheter and NSAID. This evolution corresponds to the general evolution of both practice and literature [16, 17]. More and more centres have switched from peripheral nerve block and/or catheter to an infiltration of the site with a mixture containing local anaesthetics and NSAID [18, 19].

Our results are in accordance with the literature. ERP adherence usually drops after the implementation phase [7]. A parallel can be drawn with the low adherence to guidelines published in the literature [20, 21]. A traditional inconsistency between guidelines and practice [6] as well as an ineffectiveness of the implementation strategy developed following publication of guidelines has been described. Despite quality processes involving continuing medical evaluation, the adherence rate stays low [22]. Sustaining ERP is indeed probably the most challenging part of ERP! Improvement can only
be expected by implementing multiples strategies focusing on organization, patients and professionals’ active participation. Possible organizational modifications to improve protocol adherence include a profound reorganization of the ward. Care elements (mobilisation of patients, meals in a common room not in the patient’s room…etc.) should be part of the structure therefore return to old routine is not possible [23]. Such rehabilitation wards have to be specially designed. Patients also need to be involved. To ensure success, some authors proposed self-completed recovery diaries as a method to encourage patients to keep track of their own recovery process and to meet protocol targets [24]. However, as the present study shows the barriers to actually implement ERPs are not mainly related to the patients’ perceptions [25]. With regard to professionals, regular information about performance is a keystone to sustainability [26]. English experts even recommended to create a national network to spread the best practices [27]. In our opinion, beyond any evidence-based recommendations, continuous audit systems can also help the professionals to self-audit their practice. With the data in hands the leaders or the dedicated professionals should organize regular meetings with the whole team to improve the practices and therefore to overcome the barriers of sustainability of ERPs. For this purpose, and like others, our group has developed such an audit-system and is providing it freely for our francophone colleagues [28].

**Conclusion**

This study shows on a large scale (over 5000 patients) a trend towards less application of all ERP items over time. Results varied amongst items. Future efforts should focus and PONV prophylaxis, hypothermia prevention and GDFT during colorectal surgery. Moreover, continuous audit systems should be encouraged to expect further improvements.
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Legend of the figures:

**Figure 1:** Evolution of anaesthesia elements in colorectal surgery. Data are expressed in %. Oral CH: preoperative oral carbohydrates; Limited fasting: preoperative fasting limited to 6 hours; GDFT: intraoperative goal-directed fluid therapy; PONV: postoperative nausea and vomiting; NSAID: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.

**Figure 2:** Evolution of anaesthesia elements in orthopaedics. Data are expressed in %. Tobacco and alcohol: withdrawal; Oral CH: preoperative oral carbohydrates; Limited fasting: preoperative fasting limited to 6 hours; GDFT: intraoperative goal-directed fluid therapy; PONV: postoperative nausea and vomiting.

**Figure 3:** Evolution of analgesia elements in orthopaedics. Data are expressed in %. Infiltration: periarticular infiltration of the surgical site; Analgesia catheter: perineural catheter for postoperative analgesia; NSAID: non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs.
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